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Charles Dickens 

Start thinking 

Answer the questions. 

1 What is your favourite book? 
2 Do you read a lot? Why? / Why not? 

3 How do you read? Do you read ‘real’ books or 
do you use technology to read ebooks? Which 
do you think is best and why?  

Comprehension check  

1 Watch the video. Choose the correct answers. 

1 Where are many of Charles Dickens’ novels set?  
 A Brighton 
 B Manchester 

 C London 

2 Where did Dickens work after he left school? 
 A a prison 

 B a factory 

 C a university 

3 In Victorian England, where was the centre of 

the UK’s newspaper industry?  
 A Frith Street 
 B Fleet Street 

 C Finsbury Park 

4 What was Dickens’ second novel called?  
 A Oliver Twist 

 B Pickwick Papers 
 C Bleak House 

2 Watch again. Complete the sentences with the 
correct word. 

1 Charles Dickens was born in 1812 in 
_______________ (London / Fleet Street / 

Portsmouth).  

2 Dickens’ father went to _______________ 
(prison / Portsmouth / hospital) when Dickens 
was still a young boy. 

3 After this happened, Dickens’ family 

_______________ (moved to Portsmouth / 
opened a factory / split up). 

4 Dickens was living in _______________ 
(Doughty Street / Oliver Street / Paper Street) 
when he wrote his second novel. 

3 Watch again. Are the sentences true or false? 
Correct the false sentences. 

1 Shakespeare and Arthur Conan Doyle didn’t 

live in London.  
  ____________________________________ 

2 Dickens knew London’s society and people 

very well. 
  ____________________________________ 
 3 Dickens had an easy upbringing. 

  ____________________________________ 
 4 Dickens used to sell pots of shoe polish. 

  ____________________________________ 

5 Dickens wrote about the class system in the 
18th Century. 

  ____________________________________ 

 4 Watch again. Complete the sentences using 
the words in the box. 

famous   journalist   poverty    
powerful   storyteller   wealthy 

1 Many _______________ authors have lived 

in London. 
2 When Dickens started writing, London 

needed a new _______________. 
3 Dickens worked as a _______________ 

before he became a novelist. 

4 Many of Dickens’ novels are about 
_______________. 

5 Dickens’ became a _______________ man. 

6 He often wrote _______________ 
descriptions of life in Victorian Britain. 

 5 Watch again. Complete the summary with the 
numbers in the box. 

15   19   1   10   1836   55   1870   1812   48 

Charles Dickens lived and wrote in the 

(1) __________ th century. He wrote 
(2) __________ novels and many short stories. 

He was born in (3) __________. His first job 
involved working (4) __________ hour a day. 
He wrote his first novel in (5) __________, got 

married (6) __________ year later and moved 
his family to (7) __________ Doughty Street. 
He died in (8) __________ and 

(9) __________ years later, his house became 

a tourist attraction. 
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Grammar focus  

Question forms 

• Dickens wrote novels, didn’t he? 

• Who bought you that novel for your birthday? 
• What’s Great Expectations about? 

• How many novels did Dickens write? 

Verbs with –ing and to 

• I remember reading Oliver Twist at school. 

• I forgot to bring my dictionary. 

Summary of video  

The video is about the life and work of the famous 
British writer, Charles Dickens and the 
establishment of the Charles Dickens Museum.   

Preparation  

Ask students: Can you name any famous writers? 

Can you name any books set in London?  
Tell students that they are going to see a report 
about Charles Dickens, a famous writer. Ask: Can 

you name any stories by Charles Dickens?  
Possible answers: Oliver Twist, Nicholas Nickleby, 

Bleak House, A Tale of Two Cities, A Christmas 

Carol, Little Dorrit, The Pickwick Papers, The Old 
Curiosity Shop, Martin Chuzzlewit, Barnaby Rudge, 
Dombey and Son, David Copperfield, Hard Times, 

Great Expectations, Our Mutual Friend, The 

Mystery of Edwin Drood 
Check understanding of these words: attracted to, 

transform, debt, labels, (shoe) polish, class 
(system), high-ranking, villain, novel(ist), storyteller, 
journalist. 

Background  

Charles Dickens was born in 1812, in Portsmouth. 

Despite a difficult childhood, which saw his father 
imprisoned for debt and the breakup of his family, 
as well as time spent working in a factory, Dickens 

went on to become a journalist and eventually, one 
of the most successful novelists of his day. His 

stories originally appeared in serial form in various 

weekly or monthly magazines and were 
subsequently sold as complete novels. Dickens is 
best known for his descriptions of the conditions in 

which the poor lived in Victorian Britain. His high 

profile as an author meant that people began to 
take notice of the appalling slum conditions in cities 

throughout the UK and this lead to legislation 
regarding working hours, age restrictions and 

changes to working and living conditions for the 

poorest members of society. 

Start thinking  

Read the questions with the class and elicit answers 

from individual students. Encourage students to 
extend their answers by giving examples and 
reasons, then use students’ answers to start a class 

discussion. 

Comprehension check  

1 Watch the video. Choose the correct answers. 

Pre-watching: Ask students to read through the 
questions. Check understanding. Elicit any 

translations if necessary. 
 Play the whole video. Students choose the 

correct answers. Check answers with the class. 

Answers: 1 C   2 B   3 B   4 A   

2 Watch again. Complete the sentences with the 
correct word. 

Pre-watching: Ask students to read through the 

questions. Check understanding. Elicit any 
translations if necessary.  
 Play the whole video. Students choose the 

correct answers. Check answers with the class.  

Answers: 1 Portsmouth   2 prison   3 split up   
4 Doughty Street    

3 Watch again. Are the sentences true or false? 
Correct the false sentences. 

Pre-watching: Ask students to try to answer the 

questions from memory before watching the video 

again.  
 Play the video and pause to check answers.  
Answers: 1 False. Shakespeare and Arthur Conan-

Doyle did live in London.   2 True.   3 False. 

Dickens didn’t have an easy upbringing.   4 False. 
Dickens used to stick labels on pots of shoe 

polish.   5 False. He wrote about the class system in 
the 19th Century. 

4 Watch again. Complete the sentences using the 
words in the box. 

Pre-watching: Ask students to read through the 
questions and words. Check understanding. Elicit 
any translations if necessary. Ask students to try to 

complete the sentences from memory before 
watching the video again.  
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 Play the video and pause to check answers.  

Answers: 1 famous   2 storyteller   3 journalist   
4 poverty   5 wealthy   6 powerful  

5 Watch again. Complete the summary with the 
numbers in the box. 

Pre-watching: Ask students to read through the 

summary. Ask them to try to complete the summary 
from memory before watching the video again. 
 Play the video to check answers.  

Answers: 1 19   2 15   3 1812   4 10   5 1836   6 1   

7 48   8 1870  9 55 
 

Optional activity  

Write the following words on the board: 
 
childhood  career  family  

 
Tell students to imagine they are going to open a 

museum dedicated to a famous writer / person. As a 

class, brainstorm famous writers and people. In 
pairs, ask students to choose one of the famous 
writers / people and to discuss why they should 

have a museum dedicated to them and what it 

might contain. They can use the words above to 
help them structure their discussions. 

  

Language check  

Question forms 

• Dickens wrote novels, didn’t he? 

• Who bought you that novel for your birthday? 

• What’s Great Expectations about? 
• How many novels did Dickens write? 

Verbs with –ing and to 

• I remember reading Oliver Twist at school. 

• I forgot to bring my dictionary. 
 
Revise the grammar points by asking the following 

questions: You’ve all read a book by Charles 
Dickens, haven’t you? (Yes, we have / No, we 
haven’t.) Who did you talk to on the way to class? 

(My friends.) The Harry Potter stories are very 
famous, aren’t they? (Yes.) What are they about? (A 

young wizard.)  Ask students what the question 

word refers to in subject and object questions. Elicit: 
the subject of the verb / the object of the verb. Ask 
students: When do we use question tags at the end 

of sentences? Elicit: to check that something is true 

or to ask for agreement. Ask students: Where do we 
put prepositions in object questions? Elicit: at the 
end of the question. Ask:When one verb follows 

another, what are the two forms that the second 
verb can take? Elicit: -ing or to.   

6 Complete the sentences by choosing the correct 
question forms. 

Remind students that they should look at the 

sentences carefully to decide which form to use. 

Students complete the sentences. Check answers 
with the class.  

Answers: 1 haven’t you   2 is it   3 came  4 like   
5 for   6 did you   7 wouldn’t they   8 are we leaving 

7 Choose the best form of the verb in the 
sentences.  

Students read the sentences and complete them. 
Check answers with the class.  
Answers: 1 to read   2 to help   3 to take   4 losing   

5 to turn off   6 to send  7 finding out    

8 to know  

Extension  

Ask students to ask and answer the questions in pairs. 

Monitor and help. 


